JACUZZI® SWIM SPA
C O L L E C T I O N

SWIMSPA POWERPLAY™
(3,81 m / 13 ft.)
2021 SWIM SPA
installation guide
instructions for preinstallation

All installations must follow local electrical and building codes. Please consult your local business and
planning division for your codes in your area.
JACUZZI® WILL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS IN INSTALLATIONS
OR CODE INFRACTIONS.
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1. Types
of installations:
1.1 “Free Standing”

This installation refers to a swim spa that is
placed on a concrete pad, above ground and
with a Jacuzzi Cabinet. Can be adjacent to a
deck or butted up to a deck.

1.2 Partial-in grade

This installation refers to a swim spa that is
partially recessed in the ground.

1.3 Below-grade (outdoor or indoor)

Also this type of installation let you partially
SVJYPP]VIGIWWXLI7[MQ7TEMRXLI¾SSV

Position the swim spa away from
KPEWWERHSVVI¾IGXMZIWYVJEGIWMR
SVHIVXSEZSMHTSWWMFPIHEQEKIXS
the panelling.
Regardless the type of installation,
XLI7[MQ7TEQYWXFITPEGIHSRE
GSRGVIXITEHGETEFPISJWYTTSVXMRK
its whole max weight (please refer to
XLIJSPPS[MRKGLETXIVWEPWS 
3

0RGHO6HULHV6SHFL¼FDWLRQDQG(OHFWULFDO

2.1

3,81m (13 ft.)
PowerPlay™
SWIM SPA

DIMENSIONS
381 cm. x 236 cm. x 134 cm.
USABLE SWIM AREA
244 cm.
DRY WEIGHT
981 kg.
TOTAL FILLED WEIGHT
6073 kg.
AVERAGE SPA VOLUME
5092 L
PUMPS
1 two-speed pump (3 Hp)
2 single speed pumps (3 Hp)
1 heater (3 kW)
CURRENT DRAW
1 x 32A o 3 x 16A: when pumps are ON, heater
is OFF
1 x 50A: when pumps are ON, heater is ON
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(OHFWULFDO6SHFL¼FDWLRQV
SAFETY COMES FIRST. WHEN INSTALLING & USING ELECTRICAL
EQUIPMENT, BASIC SAFETY PRECAUTIONS MUST ALWAYS BE FOLLOWED!
1. READ AND FOLLOW ALL INSTRUCTIONS
2.)PIGXVMGEPMRWXEPPEXMSRQYWXFIGSQTPIXIHF]EUYEPM½IHIPIGXVMGMERMREGGSVHERGI[MXLEPP2EXMSREP6IKMSREPERH0SGEP

Codes and Regulations in effect at the time of installation. It is the installer’s responsibility to select the materials according to use, carry out the installation correctly, and verify the condition of the network to which the appliance will
be connected, as well as its suitability in ensuring usage safety during maintenance and inspection operations.

3. 8LIFYMPHMRK´WIPIGXVMGEPW]WXIQQYWXFIIUYMTTIH[MXLE%VIWMHYEPGYVVIRXHIZMGIERHERIJ½GMIRXIEVXLMRK

circuit. Make sure that the residual current device is in good working order by pressing the TEST button, which must
trip. When connecting to the mains, we advise installing a multi-pole circuit breaker, which completely disconnects the
appliance in the event of a category III overvoltage; these devices must be positioned in an area that complies with the
safety regulations.

4. Use copper conductors only!
5. The installation of electrical devices and equipment (sockets, switches, etc.) near the Swim Spa must comply with the
legal standards and regulations in the country where the Swimspa is installed.

6. A green colored terminal or a terminal marked “G”, “GR”, “Ground”, or “Grounding” is located inside the supply terminal box or compartment. To reduce the risk of electric shock, this terminal must be connected to the grounding

7. At least two lugs marked “BONDING LUGS” are provided on the external surface or on the inside of the supply

terminal box or compartment.; in particular, ensure that all the metal masses surrounding the hot tub, such as water
pipes, gas pipes, metal boards around the edge, etc., are equipotential.
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2.3 Wiring Size
The cable cross-section measurements must be chosen according to the system consumption, as well as the cable routes
ERHHMWXERGIWXLIGLSWIRTVSXIGXMZIW]WXIQWERHXLIWTIGM½GWXERHEVHWJSV½\IHIPIGXVMGEPW]WXIQWMRJSVGIMRXLI
country where the Swim Spa is installed.
IMPORTANT NOTE:
This Guide is for standard installations where the wire run is 15 m (50 ft. ) or less. For longer wire runs, consult a
UYEPM½IHIPIGXVMGMER
Power Requirements
.EGY^^MW[MQWTEWEVIHIWMKRIHXSTVSZMHISTXMQYQTIVJSVQERGIERH¾I\MFMPMX]SJYWI[LIRGSRRIGXIHXSXLIMVQE\MQYQIPIGXVMGEPWIVZMGI8LI]EVIGSR½KYVIHEXXLIJEGXSV]8LIQSWXGSQQSRIPIGXVMGEPGSRRIGXMSRWEVIPMWXIHFIPS[

Terminal Block Connections
1. Neutral wire connection (blue)
2. Hot wire connection (brown)
3. Bonding Lug / Grounding Terminal
4. 4S[IV[MVIWIRXVERGI )PIGXVMGEP½XXMRK
and conduit must be installed - IPX5 / Ø
34,42 mm)
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2.4 Typical Swim Spa Wiring Diagrams
-RWXEPPEXMSRQYWXFIGEVVMIHSYXF]UYEPM½IHTIVWSRRIP[LSEVIEYXLSVMWIHXSMRWXEPPXLITVSHYGXMRGSQTPMERGI[MXLXLI
national regulations in force. It is the installer’s responsibility to select the materials according to use, carry out the installation correctly, and verify the condition of the network to which the appliance will be connected, as well as its suitability
in ensuring usage safety during maintenance and inspection operations.
Please also refer to the diagrams
printed on the cover of the electrical cbox
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Please also refer to the diagrams
printed on the cover of the electrical cbox

Main electrical box

remove jumper wires:
J51 - J58 and J52-J36;
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3 Delivery and Handling
Considerations
All Jacuzzi Swim Spas are shipped with a layer of protective foam
[VETTPEWXMG½PQERHGEVHFSEVHJSVEHHIHTVSXIGXMSR
Each Swim Spa is shipped from the factory strapped onto a wood
skid.

The swim spa can then be lifted by a crane into place.

Most installations require the use of a crane. When a crane is
used for lifting, place the straps under the swim spa, ensuring
XLEXXLITPYQFMRKPMRIWERH½XXMRKWEVIRSXWXVIWWIHERHSV
damaged and a spreader is used. The straps should be secured so
that they will not slip in any direction and strap spreaders utilized
to prevent undue structural side load on the swim spa shell.

If you are removing the swim spa using a forklift, please make
sure to use 2.5-3 m (8 – 10 ft.) extended forks and pick up swim
spa at the equipment end.

Warnings!

• Do not move or place the Swimspa on its side.
• Never lift or handle the Swimspa by its plumbing.
4PIEWIIRWYVIPMJXMRKIUYMTQIRXMWWYJ½GMIRXJSVXLINSF1ERYEPP]
lifting of the swim spa should be done with the proper manpower.
• We strongly recommend the installation to be done by a Jacuzzi
Swim Spa Retailer.
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%DVH2I6XSSRUW®/RDG6SHFL¼FDWLRQV
4.1 Preparation

Installation of a level concrete pad is mandatory (minimum thickness: 10cm); If there is a possibility that the pad could
shift by freezing / thawing ground movement (such as in clay regions, and / or areas with high water tables) concrete
footings extending below the frost line are recommended.
You must enlist professionals to complete this preparation work.

4.2 Concrete

Ensure that your concrete pad is capable of supporting 1500 kg/m2ERH¾EXPIZIPMRSVHIVXSTVSTIVP]PIZIPXLIW[MQ
spa during installation. The concrete pad should be slightly larger than the dimensions for the swim spa, but it may be
expanded even further for esthetic purposes or to allow more space for walking around the swim spa.

4.3 Second Level / Balcony Installation
=SYQYWXORS[XLIPSEHXSPIVERGIERHGSQTEVIMXXSXLI[IMKLXSJXLIW[MQWTE½PPIH[MXL[EXIVERHTISTPI;LIRMR
doubt, a load distribution assessment carried out by an engineer should be consulted, who can guarantee the best locaXMSRGLSMGI;LMPIW[MQQMRKXLIQSXSVWERH[EXIV¾S[MREPPW[MQWTEWKIRIVEXIZMFVEXMSRWXLEXEVIHMVIGXP]XVERWJIVVIH
to the base on which the swim spa is installed. These can therefore be felt in lower levels. In this case, the support area
QYWXFITVSTIVP]IRKMRIIVIH-RWXEPPE¾SSVHVEMRMRXLIIZIRXXLIVIEVIER]TVSFPIQW[MXLXLITPYQFMRKXSWYVIXLEXXLMW
water has a place to drain.

4.4 IMPORTANT: Swim Spa Frame Shim Installation (Applies to All Installations)

It is mandatory to have full support on all the gussets that are located on side of the swim spa to keep it level and preZIRXFS[MRKSJXLIW[MQWTEWLIPP%P[E]WQEOIWYVIXLEXXLIWPEFMWTIVJIGXP]¾EXFIJSVILEZMRKXLIW[MQWTEMRWXEPPIH
(you can use a garden hose and spray water on the slab and look for water puddles).
When the swim spa is installed on the slab locate the stickers or white lines on bottom of the swim spa frame to determine where to install the shim. The shims must be installed right under the gussets (the sticker or white line will
appear in the center of the gusset, so it can be used as a guide to align the shim.
Note: There are 2 to 4 gussets per side depending on the model.
Simply attempt to insert the shim under the frame by hand
and then gently tap on it with a hammer to make sure that it is
secure under the frame. If the shim will not slide under by hand
then no shim is need under that gusset.
Proceed to the next gusset and repeat this process. Then with
EYXMPMX]ORMJIGYXXLIWLMQ¾YWLXSXLIIRHSJXLIJVEQI;LIR
all the gussets are sitting properly on the ground, you can start
½PPMRKXLIW[MQWTE
Every swim spa will be delivered with a package of shims in case
they are needed.

PLEASE NOTE: You may not require any shim, if your slab
MWTIVJIGXP]¾EX-JXLIJVEQIQEOITIVJIGXGSRXEGX[MXLXLI
ground, you don’t need to add the shim.
Damage resulting from failure to observe the above information is not covered by the warranty.
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** concrete casting
formwork

Minimum 20-25 cm of crushed stone
(stone size: 2-2,5 cm)

Minimum 10 cm thick concrete slab
with reinforced wire mesh
** concrete casting
formwork

* Jacuzzi can not be held liable for the accuracy of thi drawing; it is purely provided as a guide only. As each Swim Spa installation has its own set of challenges and variations due to materials used and location of the installation.
** Only required in installations that are in regions that experience freezing and thawing.

ground
level

381 cm*

Type of installation: “free-standing” (mod. PowerPlay™ 3,81 m/13 ft.)
side view

11,5 cm*
134 cm*
(height of the spa)
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concrete pad

236 cm*

* Jacuzzi can not be held liable for the accuracy of thi drawing; it is purely provided as a guide only. As each Swim Spa installation has its own set of challenges and variations due to materials
used and location of the installation.

381 cm*

60 cm

60 cm

30 cm

electrical conduit

electrical conduit

Type of installation: “free-standing” (mod. PowerPlay™ 3,81 m/13 ft.)

plain view

30 cm
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5 Below-grade or partial in-grade installations
5.1 Characteristics

When recessing the swim spa all or part way below ground level, a concrete base along with a concrete retaining wall to
hold back the earth is required. This forms a Vault or ’bunker‘, in which the swim spa is placed.
Call before you dig! Please make sure you have any permits in place that are required from your municipality.
Jacuzzi®[MPPZSMHER][EVVERX]SJW[MQWTEWXLEXEVIFEGO½PPIH this makes the space under the spa
messy and unreachable for servicing while could fatally warp the steel frame!

5.2 Base of support

Please refer to the chapter 4 of this guide.

5.3 Crawl space

It is recommended leaving a ~ 60 cm wide crawl-space around the entire unit to ensure adequate accessibility on the all
sides for service access. At the Equipment end it is recommended to have a ~ 90 cm crawl space for work space.

5.4 Ground water

The vault will be the lowest part of your backyard and therefore good drainage is essential. A properly designed drain
W]WXIQERHWYQTTYQTGSQTPIXI[MXLE¾SEXW[MXGLWLSYPHFIGSRWXVYGXIHEWTEVXSJXLIGVMFERHWLSYPHFIPSGEXIH
EXXLIIUYMTQIRXIRHSJXLIW[MQWTE8LMWWLSYPHTVIZIRX¾SSHHEQEKIJVSQKVSYRH[EXIVXLEXQE]IRXIVXLIGVMF
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(Below-grade or partial in-grade installations)
5.5 Service access

Future service must be considered at the time of design and installation.You must be able to access all sides and areas of
]SYVW[MQWTE(MJ½GYPXEGGIWW[MPPVIWYPXMRWYTTPIQIRXEPWIVZMGIPEFSYVGLEVKIWRSXGSZIVIHF]XLIJEGXSV][EVVERX]
Consider easily removable deck materials.

5.6 Water test
PIEWIIRWYVIXLIW[MQWTEMWXIWXIHJSVLSYVWFIJSVI]SYTVITEVIXLIMRWXEPPEXMSRSJXLIWYVVSYRHMRK½RMWLHIGO
around your swim spa. Even though all units are tested in our plant, some transport/site handling damage may occur and
[IWYKKIWX]SYQEOIWYVIXLIW[MQWTEMWTIVJIGXP][EXIVTVSSJFIJSVI½REPM^MRK]SYVMRWXEPPEXMSR

5.7 Overall support

Your Jacuzzi Swim Spa is equipped with a factory installed load support substructure, which distributes the weight of the
water over the entire foot print area of the swim spa. Although the lip of the swim spa must be supported to ensure it
remains level, NEVER SUSPENDEW[MQWTEJVSQEHIGOSV¾SSVF]XLISYXIVEGV]PMGIHKIEWXLMW[MPPPIEHXSTVSduct damage and/or serious personal injury.

5.8 Insulation

It is important to create a well-insulated vault when installing a swim spa in ground. This can be done a couple of ways:
1) Use insulated concrete forms when pouring the walls of the vault.;
2) After installing the concrete block for the walls of the vault, add insulation material to the interior walls to create
well insulated area.

5.9 Set Up and Assembly

Once your swim spa is set into place, you can adjust the posts for levelling the swim spa and the equipment is already
connected.

5.10 Serviceability

Ensure that access to the equipment, and the working area around the equipment, is large enough to accommodate a
service person.

5.11 Equipment Protection

The equipment must be located in an area where it will remain dry and will not be exposed to rain, snow or ground
water. When your swim spa is to be installed above ground, the factory cabinet is designed for both protection, insulation
and accessibility. When your swim spa is to be installed fully or partially in the ground, or if you have ordered a swim spa
without a cabinet: it is necessary that the equipment be installed in an area that is dry, protected from the elements, has
proper ventilation, and is easily accessible for service.
For any installation, protection from rodent infestation is imperative: if the swim spa is being installed in ground without
a cabinet it is important to take the precautions required to make sure rodents don’t make a home in your vault area.
Protect access points and repair if needed.
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381 cm*

~ 90 cm*
service area

pit access
or
service
area

~ 60 cm*
(wide crawl way)

236 cm*

~ 90 cm*
service area

sump pump
[MXL¾SEXW[MXGL

~ 60 cm*
(wide crawl way)

* Jacuzzi can not be held liable for the accuracy of thi drawing; it is purely provided as a guide only. As each Swim Spa installation has its own set of challenges and variations due to materials
used and location of the installation.
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~ 60 cm*
(wide crawl way)

~ 60 cm*
(wide crawl way)

Type of installation: inground (mod. PowerPlay™ 3,81 m/13 ft.)
plain view / section
hollow concrete block
with steel re-bar
and poured concrete
in cavity space
gravel drain

11,5 cm*

Full inground (cross section)
236 cm*
ground
level
steel
frame
support

steel
frame
support

~ 60 cm*
(wide crawl
way)

134 cm*
(height of the spa)

hollow concrete block
with steel re-bar and
poured concrete in cavity
space

~ 60 cm*
(wide crawl
way)

hollow concrete block
with steel re-bar and
poured concrete in
cavity space

sump
pump
[MXL¾SEX
switch
** concrete
casting
formwork

** concrete
casting
formwork
Minimum 10 cm thick concrete slab
with reinforced wire mesh
Minimum 20-25 cm of crushed stone
(stone size: 2-2,5 cm)

gravel drain

Partial inground (cross section)
raised deck
with step
steel
frame
support

steel
frame
support

~ 60 cm*
(wide crawl
way)

ground level

hollow concrete block
with steel re-bar and
poured concrete in
cavity space

steel
frame
support

hollow concrete block
with steel re-bar and
poured concrete in
cavity space

sump
Pompa
pump
ad im[MXL¾SEX
mersione
switch
** concrete
casting
formwork

** concrete
casting
formwork
Minimum 10 cm thick concrete slab
with reinforced wire mesh
Minimum 20-25 cm of crushed stone
(stone size: 2-2,5 cm)

~ 60 cm*
(wide crawl
way)

134 cm*
Height
of of
thethe spa)
(height

wood or stone facia
can be applied

236 cm*

11,5 cm*

* Jacuzzi can not be held liable for the accuracy of thi drawing; it is purely provided as a guide only. As each Swim Spa installation has its own set of challenges and variations due to materials
used and location of the installation. ** Only required in installations that are in regions that experience freezing and thawing.

gravel drain
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Type of installation: inground (mod. PowerPlay™ 3,81 m/13 ft.)
side view / cross section

hollow concrete block with steel re-bar
and poured concrete in cavity space

381 cm*
ground
level

~ 60 cm*
(wide crawl
way)
steel
frame
support

** concrete
casting
formwork

Notes:
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Minimum 10 cm thick concrete
slab
with reinforced wire mesh

* Jacuzzi can not be held liable for the accuracy of thi drawing; it is purely provided as a guide only. As each Swim Spa installation has its own set of challenges and variations due to materials used and location of the installation. ** Only required in installations that are in regions that experience freezing and thawing.

support posts

steel frame
support

~ 90 cm*
service area

ground
level

steel frame
support
raised equipment
plateform

Minimum 20-25 cm
of crushed stone
(stone size: 2-2,5 cm)

134 cm*
(height of the spa)

11,5 cm*

hollow concrete block with steel re-bar
and poured concrete in cavity space

gravel
drain
** concrete
casting
formwork

sump pump
[MXL¾SEXW[MXGL

Notes:
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6 Filling and Draining
6.1 General considerations

• Be sure to check with your local by-laws regarding disposal of waste water from your swim spa.
%ZSMH½PPMRK[MXLWSJXSV[IPP[EXIV
• Filling through the skimmer is optimal for reducing / eliminating any air locks.

6.2 Indoor installations

There will be water lost in the swim spa due to splash out, hence, you will need to top up the Swimspas periodically.
;LIRFYMPHMRKXLIVSSQJSVXLIW[MQWTEGSRWMHIVTPYQFMRKE[EXIVXETPSGEXMSRRIEVF]XSJEGMPMXEXI½PPMRK=SY[MPPRIIH
to drain your swim spa periodically, so please make sure to install a drain in the room that can handle the volume of
water in a swim spa.

6.3 Outdoor Installations
(VEMRMRKERH*MPPMRKMWIEW][MXLERSYXHSSVW[MQWTE9WIEKEVHIRLSWIXS½PPXLIW[MQWTEERHYWIXLILSWITVSZMHIH
XSHVEMRMX(SRSXTPYQFETIVQERIRX½PPSVHVEMRPMRIXSXLIW[MQWTEMJ]SYEVIMREREVIE[LIVIXLIXIQTIVEXYVI
drops below freezing.

7 Auxiliary Heating Options
Please consult your local retailer for more information on these alternative methods to heat your swim spa.

8 Humidity-Ventilation
Other Indoor Considerations
8.1 Humidity

All swim spas emit quantities of moisture into the surrounding air. In fact, evaporation will increase proportionally with the difference between the temperature of the
surrounding air and of the water. To prevent this from happening, heat the air to more
than 26° C / 79F if the swim spa is located inside a dedicated room. This will make
bathing more comfortable and will limit evaporation.

8.2 Ventilation

The swim spa room should have a window, and a humidistat controlled exhaust fan
for ventilation. Some rooms may require a mechanical air extraction system in order
to potentially dehumidify the air during and after swimming. Consult your local building codes.

8.3 Covers

If you decide to purchase the hard cover put it on when you are not using the swim
spa. This will reduce evaporation and limit your water heating costs.

8.4 Floor Drainage

It is very important to install a non-slip surface/tile for your indoor installation as
XLI¾SSVW[MPPFIGSQIZIV]WPMGO[MXL[EXIVSRMX-XMWEPWSMQTSVXERXXSMRWXEPP¾SSV
drains around the swim spa to help with the splash out.
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9 Hard Cover Storage
9.1 Hard Cover

If your swim spa comes with a hard cover, make sure to prepare
storage area for when the swim spa is being used. The swim spa cover
comes standard in a number of sections that are velcroed together
depending on the size.

9.2 Pool Shed

Storing the cover in a pool shed is the most common way
to keep the cover safe and out of sight.

10 By Laws and Disclaimers
10.1 Building Code

Contact your local building code department to determine if a
building permit is necessary and for information on applicable bylaws
(distance from property lines, buildings, fencing requirements, etc.)

10.2 Excavation

Prior to any excavation contact your local gas, electric, and cable
company to ensure that there are no underground lines.

10.3 Professionals
Attention: You must enlist professionals to complete the prepa-

ration work, and provide a copy of this document to each of them.
Furthermore, if you plan to use a delegated Project Manager, you
must also provide him or her with this document, and we recommend that you ensure its proper care in order to guarantee compliance with the regulations. Of course, we are available to answer all
of your questions regarding the installation of your spa. The speci½GEXMSRWHIWGVMFIHMRXLMWHSGYQIRXEVIMRXIRHIHJSVTVSJIWWMSREPW
and are for informational purposes only. The Project Manager must
GSRWMHIVXLIWIWTIGM½GEXMSRW[LMPITIVJSVQMRKXLI[SVOMREGGSVHERGI[MXLXLIVIKYPEXMSRWERHWXERHEVHWJSVXLIWTIGM½GQSHIP

10.4 Sunlight

Prolonged sun exposure could damage the material the hot tub shell is made of, due to its capacity to absorb heat (dark colours in particular). When it is not in use, do not leave the hot tub
exposed to the sun exposure without adequate protection (thermal cover, gazebo, etc.).
Covers must be kept on the swim spa at all times when unit is drained or winterized.
Any damage resulting from failure to observe these warnings is not covered by the product warranty.
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